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Zusammenfassung

Conventional security infrastructures in the Internet cannot be directly
adopted to ambient systems, especially if based on short-range communi-
cation channels: Personal, mobile devices are used and the participants are
present during communication, so privacy protection is a crucial issue. As
ambient systems cannot rely on an uninterrupted connection to a Trust
Center, certi�ed data has to be veri�ed locally. Security techniques have to
be adjusted to the special environment. This paper introduces a public key
infrastructure (PKI) to provide secure communication channels with re-
spect to privacy, con�dentiality, data integrity, non-repudiability, and user
or device authentication. It supports three certi�cate levels with a di�e-
rent balance between authenticity and anonymity. This PKI is currently
under implementation as part of the iCity project.

1 Introduction

Ambient intelligence systems enable to automatically connect mobile compu-
ting devices with environmental information. Such systems do not only evalua-
te location-dependent data, but also other context information like knowledge
about the receiver, his interests or behavior. Because personalized information
is linked with private data that might need protection, transactional security
and privacy are major issues.
In the scope of the research project iCity [1], we are working on ambient in-
telligence systems in the �eld of mobile information and transaction services,
which is often related to mobile business. Mobile devices with computational
capabilities like smartphones or PDAs are used in di�erent scenarios to support
their users with personalized, location-dependent and time-dependent services.
The project is in public transport for ticketing and timetable information, in
mobile advertisement, and in healthcare for prescription information. To avoid
charges by Mobile Network Operators, connections use the short-range wireless
communication radio Bluetooth.
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To provide security especially on the last meter and to protect private data, we
developed a public key infrastructure (PKI). The PKI provides secure commu-
nication channels with respect to privacy, con�dentiality, data integrity, non-
repudiability, and user or device authentication. It supports three certi�cate
levels with a di�erent balance between authenticity and anonymity. This PKI
is currently under implementation as part of the iCity project.
The paper describes a security concept which is under development within the
iCity project. Adjustable to various scenarios, di�erent levels of anonymity or
authenticity are supported.
Before we introduce our PKI, we propose some example applications in Secti-
on 2 and discuss related work 3. Section 4 sketches the PKI for providing user
authentication, integrity and secure data channels without unnecessary disrup-
tion of privacy. As described in 5 and 6, the PKI balances between privacy and
non-repudiability by use of di�erent certi�cates issued by a common Trust Cen-
ter (TC). The interaction protocol is introduced in Section 7. We conclude in
Section 8 with how to apply the PKI in particular scenarios.

2 Daily-life Scenarios

iCity is tested together with our business partners in outdoor advertising, public
transport, and health care. Herein, we identi�ed three typical daily-life service
types to exemplify the usage of our PKI concept:

2.0.1 Anonymous Information Services:

Anonymous information services can be used for advertisement, tourist informa-
tion, or timetable information in public transport. The identity of the customer
is not relevant for the service provider, he may stay anonymous. In contrast, the
provider's identity is public and has to be authenticated to prevent fraudsters
from claiming the provider's identity as their own and to protect the customer
from phishing or social engineering.

2.0.2 Registered or Context Sensitive Services:

The second class of applications are services which correspond to a certain con-
text, for example the result of a former transaction or a particular, but not
identi�ed user. Typical registered services are anonymous but customized ser-
vices and prepaid accounts.

2.0.3 Personal Services:

Financial and legal transactions often require the identi�cation of a natural or
legal person. Either partner needs to authenticate the counterpart. The com-
munication often has to be non-repudiable in both directions, for example to
comply with legal requirements. Because sensitive data are transmitted, protec-
tion against forgery and eavesdropping is crucial.
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If participants are able to register with their partner, they could transmit and
verify their personal data and simplify the transaction to a registered service. If
the participants meet for the �rst time or if it is not possible to verify the data
received earlier, the users have to be authenticated during link connection.

3 Background and Related Work

Security is a set of properties which are closely linked to a certain scenario.
Depending on the concrete application, di�erent characteristics may be requi-
red or undesired. Our PKI proposes a combination of di�erent certi�cate types
to be adaptable to various scenarios and balance between privacy and non-
repudiability.
Security provided by current short-range media like Bluetooth and WLAN pro-
vide only limited security features: Bluetooth and WLAN support only point-
to-point security [2, 3] with known vulnerabilities to its cryptography (e.g., see
[4, 5] for Bluetooth and [6] for WLAN), mostly due to incomplete or incorrect
implementation. Neither Bluetooth nor WLAN provide user authentication or
non-repudiability.
Public key infrastructures are well-known approaches for key management and
key distribution with aid of a central, trustworthy authority. Detailed overviews
can be found in [7, 8]. However, these Internet-based approaches do not consider
privacy: Participants are either trustworthy or not. In an ambient systems with
interacting natural persons, both privacy and authentication are required.
To avoid those shortcomings, iCity implements a PKI on application layer. A
proof-of concept in Java using Bluetooth-connections is currently under de-
velopment. One major aspect of our PKI is an adaptable trade-o� between
privacy and non-repudiability. Privacy has to be protected either to comply
with statutory regulations, or to retain user acceptance [9, 10]. To the contrary,
some transaction require user authentication (e.g., for access control) and non-
repudiability (e.g., for �nancial or legal transactions [11, 12]).
The iCity PKI is based on reliable security technologies. Asymmetric RSA cryp-
tography [13] is used to protect the communication channel against eavesdrop-
ping and manipulation. Keys are provided by certi�cates similar to those de�ned
in FIPS 186-2 Digital Signature Standard [14] or by publications of the German
Federal Network Agency [15, 16, 17]. In contrast to those speci�cation, iCity
supports certi�cates for both the authentication of the owner and for anony-
mous, privacy-compliant services.
Security in iCity is based on asymmetric cryptography [13]. Sender A sends a
message M to receiver B. After encryption with a function c(M,KB

Pub) using a
public key KB

Pub, M can only be deciphered by the owner B of the correspon-
ding private key KB

Priv.
Integrity, authenticity, and non-repudiability is achieved by the use of digital si-
gnatures S(M, A) = c(h(M), KA

Priv) which are the encrypted hash-value h(M)
of a message M [14]. A cryptographic hash function is a one-way function which
maps messages of arbitrary length onto a representation of constant length. The
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values are stochastically independent and uniformly distributed. It is not pos-
sible to e�ciently create a message that �ts to a certain value. Everyone can
check if the message was manipulated by testing if h(M) = c(S(M,A), KA

Pub).
Only the owner A of the corresponding private key KA

Pub is able to create such
a signature.

4 Global PKI Scheme

The next sections describes the global interaction scheme of the iCity PKI
as visualized in Figure 1. Participants are henceforth referred to as operators

Abbildung 1: Interaction within the PKI

O ∈ {A, B, T} with a Trust Center T , a sender A, and a recipient B. A and B
want to transfer a message M . Every operator has at least one key pair with a
public key KO

Pub and a private key KO
Priv.

T can certify the ownership of a key pair and additional information by signing
the data D with a signature S(D,T ). A certi�cate CD = (D,S(D,T ))) is crea-
ted, which contains at least the public key KO

Pub of its owner O and a certi�cate
ID. Additional contents are described in Section 5.
The TC is used as a central authority which is trustworthy to all participants
with respect to the correct creation of certi�cates. Everyone can locally verify
the TC's signature by use of its public key KT

Pub.

5 Certi�cates in iCity

iCity uses certi�cates to enable key exchange, authentication, non-repudiability,
and to support protection against eavesdropping and forgery. This section in-
troduces three types of certi�cates as shown in Fig. 2: Ad-Hoc Certi�cates,
Anonymous Certi�cates, and Personalized Certi�cates. Each class supports a
di�erent trade-o� between privacy and non-repudiability. Authentication and
non-repudiability is achieved by extending anonymous certi�cates with additio-
nal data.
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Abbildung 2: Certi�cates in iCity

5.0.4 Ad-Hoc Certi�cate (AHC):

Ad-Hoc Certi�cates (AHC) are completely anonymous certi�cates created by
its owner himself that contain only cryptographic information. Its creator could
claim any content, therefore AHCs only provide protection against eavesdrop-
ping, but not against masquerade or MITM-attacks.
AHCs are applicable if communication requires protection against eavesdrop-
ping, but not identi�cation of the receiver. Another scenario for AHCs is the
privacy-protecting exchange of higher-level certi�cates. In contrast to Internet-
scenarios, the owner is visibly present in ambient systems. Eavesdroppers could
create a link between the natural person and personal data in the certi�cate.
By previously protecting the connection with an AHC, higher-level certi�cates
can be submitted exclusively to the communication partner.
Notwithstanding the general de�nition in Section 4, AHCs are the only certi�-
cates which are not signed, because they are not created by a TC. Technically,
they are rather a set of cryptographic information than a certi�cate.

5.0.5 Anonymous Certi�cate (AC):

Anonymous Certi�cates (AC) contain the same cryptographic information as
the AHC and additional administrative information as well as a TC signature.
The signature can only be created by the TC and proves the integrity of the
content: Everyone can verify the certi�cate via the TC's public key. In particular,
the TC certi�es the ownership of a key pair by signing a public key contained
in the certi�cate. ACs do not contain any personal information, therefore the
recipient cannot identify the owner solely by the certi�cate, but he can recognize
the unique certi�cate ID-number and see if he already communicated with the
participant. The owner may possess more than one AC to hide links between
independent transactions.

5.0.6 Personalized Certi�cate (PC):

The former two certi�cates are not able to personally identify its owner. In
many scenarios, it is not enough to identify the certi�cate. Customers should
always be able to identify companies, and it may be required to identify natural
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persons to lower a payee's risk of non-payment, to verify access rights, or to
support legal transactions.
Personalized Certi�cates contain all data already mentioned for ACs, but also
additional personal data. They require at least the name and address of the
owner and a personal identi�cation characteristic. This could be the identi�ca-
tion card number for natural persons. These data have to be veri�ed by the TC
during certi�cation.
By using a PC, the participant gives up his anonymity. Therefore, the user is
asked for a PIN for the PC's transmission. A natural person's PC is only trans-
fered if it is required for the transaction, and if the client can trust the receiver
of the certi�cate with respect to privacy protection.
Note that PCs are not always required to certify the user's identity. Instead,
it is possible to identify the participant with data veri�ed in prior transactions
and linked to an AC.

6 Content of iCity Certi�cates

This section describes data contained in the certi�cates. Table 1 summarizes the
entries. The data are partitioned into four sections: Header data, cryptographic
information, administrative information, and data about the owner.

Header Data (AHC, AC, PC)
Type Type of Certi�cate [AHC | AC | PC].
Certi�cate ID Identi�cation number of the certi�cate. TC-wide unique in

AC and PC. Not unique in AHC.

Cryptographic Information (AHC, AC, PC)
c() Name of the cryptographic algorithm c().
KPub Public key of the certi�cate owner.
h() Name of the hash-function h().

Administrative Information (AC, PC)
Expiry date The certi�cate is not valid after that date.
Issuer Name and URL of the issuing TC.
S(C, KT

Priv) Signature S(C, KT
Priv) = c(h(C), KT

Priv) of the issuing TC.

Owner Data (PC)
Writer ID of the TC-employee who issued the certi�cate. The ID

is a pseudonym only known to the TC.
ID Type and value of the presented identi�cation

characteristic (e.g., identity card).
Owner Name and Address of the certi�cate owner (Natural person

or company).

Tabelle 1: Data of the Certi�cate
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6.0.7 Header Data:

These data are used to identify the certi�cate and its type. The Certi�cate ID
is unique within one issuing TC, respectively for AHCs on one device. In AHCs,
the ID keeps constant within one communication. In ACs and PCs, it always
keeps constant and can be used to recognize a communication partner from
earlier communications.

6.0.8 Cryptographic Information:

The data of this class are required to build up a tap-proof connection to the
certi�cate owner A and to verify the authenticity of messages M sent by A. It
contains the public key KA

Pub of the owner as well as the name of the hash- and
cipher-algorithms h() and c(). The corresponding private key is never transmit-
ted, not even to or from the Trust Center.
The key is used to encrypt messages which can only be decrypted by A with
the corresponding private key, and attach a signature to messages sent by A.
The cryptographic function works only in one direction. To establish a bidirec-
tional channel, one certi�cate is required for every participant.

6.0.9 Administrative Information:

The second information block contributes data about the issuing Trust Center
and the expiry of the certi�cate. The name of the TC is used to determine
which pre-known public key has to be used to verify the certi�cate. The block
also contains the issuing TC's signature which certi�es the data. Everyone can
check it by use of the TC's public key.
A certi�cate is invalid if the current date is after the expiry date. The certi�cate
is afterwards only used to verify stored messages, for example to prove the
content and participants of a former transaction.

6.0.10 Data about the owner:

In some applications, the participants have to be identi�ed as natural persons
or companies, especially if contracts are to be signed or during �nancial tran-
sactions. Moreover, a customer has to identify the provider of an access point to
be protected from phishing or masqueraders. For this purpose, additional data
about the owner can be certi�ed in PCs.
Owner data contains at least the name of the owner, an identi�cation charac-
teristic (e.g., his identi�cation card number), and his current postal address. It
can optionally contain contact information, like phone number, E-Mail address,
or web URL.
Generating a certi�cate with owner data is more complex than producing an
AC, since the correctness of the certi�ed data has to be veri�ed by the issuing
TC. This is not always possible without physical interaction.
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7 Link Connection and Data Exchange

By use of the infrastructure above, a secure communication channel between
two participants can be established. This section explains the link connection
and communication protocol. The particular steps are described in more detail
in the subsections. The channel is secured by the following steps:

1. Securing the channel against eavesdropping

2. Authentication

3. Communication

7.0.11 Securing the channel against eavesdropping:

The communication channel is at �rst secured only against eavesdropping and
message manipulation. The securing process takes one optional and one man-
datory step for each direction:

1. Ad-Hoc Certi�cate Generation (if required)

2. Certi�cate Exchange

In most scenarios, the channel will protect the communication between a natural
person and a service provider. While the service provider's identity is in general
not private and a PC can be transferred on an unsecured channel, the customer
has a right for privacy. He generates a key pair and the corresponding AHC
to protect the channel against eavesdropping. A natural person's AC or PC is
only transmitted when it is required for authentication and only on a tap-proof
channel.
Every participant manages his certi�cates by himself, the TC is not required
for certi�cate exchange or veri�cation. When a connection is established, the
participants submit their certi�cate to the communication partner.
Certi�cates can only be used if the current date is before the expiry date. Out-
of-date certi�cates can be stored to prove former communications, but not for
encrypting messages.

7.0.12 Authentication:

If a natural person connects with a service provider, the service provider submits
his certi�cate �rst, his identity is not con�dential. If the customer requires an
AC or PC, it is transfered second to be sure to submit it to the right partner.
The authentication takes three steps per direction:

1. Exchange of AC or PC (If required)

2. Local veri�cation of certi�cate

3. Veri�cation of communication partner
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If not done in the step mentioned above, a certi�cate of the correct type (AC or
PC) is submitted. The certi�cate C of participant A is checked by its receiver
locally by testing the signature via the TC's pre-known public key and hash-
function: c(S(C, A), KT

Pub) = h(C)
The certi�cate could be recorded during a previous communication, so testing
the signature is not su�cient to recognize the communication partner. An at-
tacker who repeats a foreign certi�cate could neither sign his own messages nor
read received messages, but the partner could not notice the di�erence to a
disturbed connection. For this reason, the communication partners are tested
bidirectionally with help of two random numbers:
One participant A generates a random number n1 and sends it to his communi-
cation partner B. B appends bit by bit a second random number n2, producing
a new number n. He encrypts the number by using his private key: nKB

P riv =
c(n, KB

Priv). nKB
P riv is sent to A, who decrypts the number n′ = c(n, KB

Pub). B
is really the owner of the key pair noted in the certi�cate if n1 is contained in n.
To verify his own certi�cate, A now encrypts n by use of his private key KA

Priv

and sends the number back to B. B decrypts the number with help of KA
Pub

and checks if n2 is contained in the number.
The number is constructed of two parts to ensure the authentication cannot be
abused as an oracle. Neither A nor B can chose n alone and therefore are not
able to make the partner en- or decrypt arbitrary messages in the length of the
numbers. Authenticating the participants bidirectionally is also more e�cient
than repeating a unidirectional authentication.
The random number n is memorized for later, it is needed as a serial number
during communication.

7.0.13 Communication:

At this point, a secure channel between A and B is established. The crypto-
graphic data contained in the certi�cate are used to encrypt messages. The
following protocol is used in both directions:

• A: Increase serial number n by one, append to message

• A: Sign message: S(MKB
P ub , A) = c(h(MKB

P ub), KA
Priv)

• A: Encrypt message with MKB
P ub = c(M,KB

Pub)

• A: Send message

• B: Decrypt Message M = c(MKB
P ub , KB

Priv)

• B: Test signature: h(MKB
P ub) = c(S(MKB

P ub , A), KA
Pub)

• B: Check serial number

• B: Send acknowledgement
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A serial number is appended at the beginning of the message to prevent repeater
attacks. Hence this number changes with every message and is known only to
the participants, recording and repeating would result in infeasible messages.
The random number n from the authentication process is used as initial serial
number, for every subsequent message the number is increased by one.
The message is signed via the sender's private key KA

Priv and encrypted together
with the signature using the public key of the receiver KB

Pub. The resulting
message is sent to the receiver, who decrypts it and checks the signature as well
as the serial number.
To check if the messages are received correctly, the receiver sends back the signed
serial number, which also is used as an acknowledgement for non-repudiability.

8 Applying the PKI in Daily-Life Scenarios

We already mentioned some sample applications in Section 2. Here we explain
how the iCity PKI can be applied to those scenarios.

8.0.14 Information Services:

The service provider sends a PC to the customer to authenticate himself and
protect customers from phishing or other abuse. The provider's certi�cate is
submitted �rst, since it does only contain public data. The customer answers
with an AHC to protect the channel against eavesdropping without publishing
personal information.

8.0.15 Registered or Context Sensitive Services:

The service provider begins authentication with a PC. The customer answers
with an AC to create a link to his account respectively the correct context.

8.0.16 Personal Services:

If information about the natural person is required, both partners use a PCs. If
one participant is a service provider or company, his certi�cate is transmitted
�rst, the natural person's certi�cate second. If both partners are natural persons,
they have to decide who starts. The person is always prompted for a PIN before
submitting his personal data to proof that no third person is using his mobile
device and to con�rm the abandoning of anonymity.

9 Conclusion

The proposed PKI enables bug-proof, non-repudiable end-to-end communicati-
on with user and data authentication. Di�erent security levels either provide a
high degree of anonymity or allow personal authentication. Only public infor-
mation is exchanged via an unsecured channel. No connection to a Trust Center
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is needed during link connection.
The concept considers how to achieve the security requirements of typical am-
bient system scenarios. However, e�ciency was not investigated yet. Future
extensions will explore the integration of symmetric cryptography, for exam-
ple how to exchange symmetric keys on the tap-proof channel combined with
asymmetric signatures.
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